
5 tips for your Art - TRACEY ROSS 

 

1. Sketching - Getting outside in the fresh air is good for your wellbeing. 

Getting out in nature to draw and sketch will help you to connect far more 

than working from a photograph. Start by looking at the horizon, basic shapes 

and contours of the creeks, marsh and water. Squint your eyes to see the tonal 

values, the light and dark areas in your composition – this will strengthen your 

sketch a lot and a strong sketch with help to make a good painting. Sketch 

quickly, the light changes fast whilst working en plein air. Take a photo or short 

video from where you are sitting/standing to help you remember any tonal 

values. Write down where you are, the time of day and how the day feels to 

you. 

 

2. Getting started - Once you’ve selected the sketch you’d like to paint lightly 

sketch out the horizon and contour lines on your canvas. Mix enough paint – 

you usually need more than you think especially for the sky and sea. Mix up 

your other colours. Load up your brush or palette knife and apply it with 

energetic and confident movements across the canvas, carry on working over 

your canvas until all the white has gone.  

 

3. Painting tools - When you are painting vary your marks, try using larger 

brushes than usual. Alternate between a palette knife and various round or flat 

brushes. Use the end of the brush to scratch back into the wet paint, try using 

an old fork, a decorator’s scraper or any DIY tools you like. Don’t be afraid to 

try things out, playing is key to connecting to your creativity. Trust the process 

and don’t worry, just be as free as you can be and take a leap of faith. 

 

4. Mixed media – experiment with different media. Creating various textures 

really adds interest to your work. ‘Galeria’ by Winsor & Newton has made lots 

of different products you can try such as Black lava texture gel or glass beads 

texture gel, these have been formulated and purified, however your can try 

adding clean sawdust shavings or sand to acrylic paint. Tissue paper adds an 

interesting texture as does scrim or torn pieces of paper. Use a good PVA glue 



or Gel medium to stick things down well. Again you will develop an idea of 

what you like or don’t like using as you play and get to understand how to use 

them.   

 

 

5. Take a break – Painting can be so absorbing we can forget to stop and 

refresh ourselves. Downing your art tools and standing back from your work all 

helps to evaluate what is working. Try propping your work up so you can see it 

from a distance. Remember when you walk into a room that’s where you’ll 

view a painting. Try squinting your eyes and see if the tonal values are working. 

Try taking a photo of it and change it to black and white (which you can do on a 

smart phone) this really helps to highlight the light and dark areas and see your 

work with fresh eyes. Leave your work for a few days to rest – once you see it 

afresh things can jump out at you straight away. 

 

Most of all enjoy it! 
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